[A simplified method for detection of visual abnormality in rats on reproduction study: the critical intensity of illumination and the effect of dark-adaptation].
A newly designed Y-shaped box was previously reported by authors to be useful for a screening test of visual abnormality in rats because of easy numerization and statistical analysis of the results. In the present paper, the relationship between the intensity of illumination and the negative phototaxic response were examined. The total selection rate for the dark area (total time of selecting dark area/total trials) of non-treated rats under 30 lux illumination was 98% and identical wit the result of those under 1600 lux. The selecting rates of non-treated rats under the illumination of 15, 10, 7.5, 5 and 1.25 lux were 95, 93, 89, 82 and 67%, respectively. On the other hand those of dark-adapted rats one hour under 15, 7.5 and 5 lux showed 98, 95 and 92%, respectively. From these results, the critical intensities of illumination-unaffected selection rate for darkness in non-treated and dark-adapted rats were estimated at 30 and 15 lux, respectively. There was an obvious effect of dark-adaptation on the visual ability of rats. The selection rate of eyelid-sutured rats under 30 lux was 52%, an approximate theoretical value of true blindness, but it was 85% under 1600 lux. It is suggested that a more exact detection of visual abnormality would be possible under the critical intensity of illumination-unaffected selection rate for darkness.